The purpose of this paper is to indicate and demonstrate how to include the involvement and participation of the quantum mind into the mathematical theory of the living species evolution. For this purpose a generalized system of equations in the spirit of Vito Volterra theory of the struggle for existence was obtained.
Introduction

1
In (Temkin 2010) the possible role of quantum mind in the struggle for existence and, as a consequence, in the evolution of living beings is discussed. As it is indicated there, the evolution of the living beings world includes also the evolution of the quantum mind itself, which means, in particular, the development of the intellect, in general, and especially of the creative mind. It was pointed out that only by taken in consideration these aspects of the evolution it would be possible to understand the origin of human beings and appearance among them persons possessing high intellectual capacity and creativity power.
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain mathematical equations fit for some models of the quantum mind evolution as result of the struggle for life. The obtained results hint how such equations could be obtained for other possible cases.
In his prominent book (Volterra, 1931 ) Vito Volterra has introduced and considered systems of equations proposed by him to describe the species' struggle for existence. For the other aspects and the progress of the theory we refer the reader to (Dudek, 2007; Chaitin, 2011; Goel et al., 1971; Lotka, 1925; Mathuda et al., 1992; Yule, 1925) .
In the present paper we shall try to consider the abovementioned problems modifying Volterra equations. Note that the purpose of the present paper is limited with the construction of Volterra like theory including the quantum mind activity. In the future works it is 1) to obtain the evolution from the solutions of this modification of Volterra equations, and 2) to find the quantum mind evolution (made by the struggle for existence) represented mathematically as the result of the abovementioned solutions influence upon mathematical representation of quantum mind.
Let us denote
the surface number density of species of the type n at the time moment t in the 2D-infinitesimally small neighborhood of the point r  ( r  is 2D vector). Now denote n  the set of all properties n   of the quantum mind of the species n. Then we can define 
Two Kinds of Species
Consider the simplest case of two kinds of species, for example, sheep (n=1) and grass (n=2) on a given territory (Volterra, 1931) , but introduce necessary complications in comparison with Vito Volterra consideration: 1) the amount of grass will not be homogeneous throughout the considered territory and will be dependent on and , and will move to this territory with the average velocity v .
He will reach the territory   , r t
and will begin to eat grass there. For the following consideration we suppose that all sheep of the flock detect the new region simultaneously and went for it simultaneously. More realistic would be to suppose that only one sheep, namely the flock leader does it, while the others flock members follow him. This is a very important point: the evolution of the quantum mind occurs only at one sheep, but not at all sheep of flock. Their evolution elaborates only the absolute subordination to the leader. Thus, it is to study 1) such species where the quantum mind of each member is developed independently of the evolution of others, and 2) separately such species where only of one member, namely flock leader, or of a small number of members (flock leadership), quantum mind is developed. In the second case the evolution of mind (of the majority of a flock) toward absolute obedience does not mean the quantum mind evolution. In the first case the non-stationary problem is especially interesting: how among sheep of the flock one develops his quantum mind up to such a degree that he could be the flock leader. This is not the same problem that we know in social field: for example, the chief of a totalitarian state could not be obligatory the cleverest person, his intellectual level can be very law. Factors effective inside the human society, e. g., social, national and religious demagogy, as well as their combinations, total brainwashing of the whole population by an ideology, accompanying by terror and suppression (with respect to population) help such persons to take the power. The problem how to make the whole flock absolutely obedient to its leader who possesses the quantum mind much more developed than that of other sheep of the flock, is interesting. Possibly, one factor in favor of this development could be the death from starvation of sheep not elaborated in their mind the obedience to the leader. On the other hand, it is possible that a sheep (not the flock leader) did not elaborate in his mind (in his personality) the obedience to the leader, but possesses himself a quantum mind property, e. g., clairvoyance, allowing him to get to know where is enough grass for eating, may become the leader of a new flock separated from the "mother's" one. The way and rate of the quantum mind development of this new flock leader may be different from those of the "mother's" flock leader. So it is impossible to predict what of these two flocks will be winner of the competition for the considered territory.
Of course, such splits can repeat, especially when the amount of the grass will diminish up to impossibility to provide for all sheep, including the breeding. Perhaps, at the end only one sheep flock will remain on the considered territory, namely that the leader of which will possess the most sophisticated quantum mind adapted just to the problem to find where is the grass. Evidently this is the way of only flock leader evolution, the way to grow "genius" (on the sheep level, of course!). Notice that we began from Volterra's two kinds of species problem, but it generated a multi-species one because each property of the quantum mind may be represented mathematically as determining a certain kind of species.
In the next Section we shall consider the relatively simple problem of two sheep flocks with two leaders possessing different quantum mind ability to find grass by the clairvoyance.
Modified Volterra
, , , be the rate coefficients in expression for the grass eating by sheep of the flocks 1 and 2, and 2  be the rate coefficient of the grass reproduction. We used the model when each flock may change its localization by leaps from one place to another where the clairvoyance found is enough grass for the considered flock.. Notice only that in the future it would be desirable to take into account also walks of sheep. Let us suppose that the property of the quantum mind 1,1 1,2 and   is the clairvoyance that in the both cases (but developed in different degree) allows the leader of flock to detect where is enough grass for the whole flock. These makes our equations to be principally distinct from the original equations of Volterra (1931) .Thus, it is necessary to include to these modified Volterra equations 1)the clairvoyant information that at a certain place is enough grass for the flock and 2)the leap of this flock that is displaced in short time to this detected place. Just at this property of the quantum mind occurs the competition between the considered two flocks: who will be the first detecting places rich of the grass. One can consider the following model: 1) the flock leader begins to search for new pasture, when at the present one remains the grass for Write the modified system of Volterra equations (Volterra, 1931) transferring some explanations to the text after these equations: 
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,0, , , . It can be written as follows: 
functions     
Eqns. (5) were used at the writing Eqns. (2). It is necessary to remember that, according to Eqns. (5), the death occurs locally on the element dr  of the surface. In the more general future consideration one will introduce walks into Eqns. (2) so that sheep can avoid the death, if a part of them will leave this element of the surface.
Note, in the Eqn. (2C) we used the simple model for the grass growing, the meaning of which is clear: the increase of the grass amount per unite of the surface is proportional to its part free of grass. In further considerations one may find other models more adequate to the considered real situation. Thus, we have obtained non-linear system of equations (2) containing discontinuous coefficients. 
Split of Flock as
Now the system of Eqns. (2) must be rewritten for the case of 4 sheep flocks defined above. We postpone it up to the case of a number of such splits of flocks will be considered. Just this process of multiple splitting represents the development of the quantum mind as result of the struggle for the life. It would be interesting to consider splitting occurring because the quantum minds developing at leaders only and its consequences for flocks. Note that the rate of such a multiple split process may be different inside different time intervals depending on natural conditions. In particular, it could be expected that sometimes this process could be avalanche, which leads to the very great rate of the quantum mind evolution. and those appearing as results of split processes at different time moments 0 t  , as it was described above.
